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Foreword
The DIALOGUE Project has been conducted by the Swedish Nuclear Power
Inspectorate (SKI) since 1990. The aim of the project was to stimulate a dia-
logue between different interest groups within Sweden. The purpose of this
dialogue was to establish a licensing process, prior to a future licensing of a
repository for spent nuclear waste, in which several of the parties involved
are reasonably confident.

The DIALOGUE Project was carried out with the participation of other gov-
ernment agencies, municipalities and environmental groups and was headed
by the former Chairman of the National Licensing Board for Environmental
Protection.

The project has been documented in three separate reports:

• The DIALOGUE Project: Report from the Actors Group
(SKI TR 93:34) (Also available in English as SKI TR 93:41)

• The DIALOGUE Project: Report of the Gaming Group on the
Structure and Content of the Project
(SKI TR 93:35) (Also available in English as SKI TR 93:42)

• The DIALOGUE Project: The Right Decision? A Sociological Evaluation
of the Project
(SKI TR 93:36) (Only available in Swedish)



SKI's DIALOGUE Project Scenarios

The Actors Group in the DIALOGUE Project have decided, in Stockholm, on August J1,
1993 to present the following

FINAL REPORT ON EXPERIENCE FROM THE
DIALOGUE PROJECT

1. AIM, DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF
THE PROJECT

At year-end 1990, the Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate (SKI) took the initiative to
start a project called "DIALOGUE SCENARIOS. Principles for the evaluation of a
repository for spent nuclear fuel." The aim of the project was to promote a dialogue be-
tween different interest groups in society in order to set up an appropriate process for the
licensing of a repository, in which most of the parties concerned can be reasonably confi-
dent. It was intended that the project would be carried out in the form of a simulation
where the participants, the Actors Group, would examine a hypothetical licence appli-
cation for a final disposal system based on the KBS-3 concept.

The DIALOGUE Project, which has now been completed, was divided into two stages,
the "pilot study" and the "main study".

The main aim of the pilot study, which was carried out during 1991, was to prepare the
way for a main study through an improved understanding of how such a study should be
structured and to allow the interested parties involved to give their opinion on how de-
sirable it was for the main study to be carried out.

In its report dated December 9th, 1991, concerning experience from the pilot study, the
Actors Group stated that the question of the construction and operation of a repository for
spent nuclear fuel in Sweden could be expected to be highly controversial. It was particu-
larly important that the general public should have confidence in the licensing process
which occurs before a final decision is made. It was not believed that licensing on the
basis of current regulations will satisfy these requirements. The aim of the main study
should be to achieve, as far as possible, a realistic evaluation of the licensing process.
The current regulations should be applied so that deficiencies in the regulations can be
detected.

The main study, which was carried out in 1992 and the first half of 1993, comprised
three different stages - a preparatory stage, a game stage and an evaluation stage. During
the preparatory stage, the necessary conditions for the simulation were formulated. This
was mainly achieved through the preparation of a fictitious application in accordance with
the Act concerning the Management of Natural Resources etc. (NRL) for the construction
and operation of a repository for spent nuclear fuel etc. During the game stage, statements
by different reviewing bodies were discussed, and additional information on important
issues was obtained through lectures and discussion. The game stage concluded with a
simulated public hearing, which was assumed to take place in connection with the
National Licensing Board for Environmental Protection. During the hearing, which lasted
two days, a number of experts were also questioned. The evaluation stage was used to
analyze the experience from the simulation and to compile this final report, where the
Actors Group and each of its members were given the chance to put forward recom-



mendations concerning the structure of the licensing process which will be applied in
connection with the licensing of the actual repository.

Chapter 2 of this report contains a number of recommendations. These recommendations
have been jointly issued by all members of the Actors Group. The recommendations,
which are based on experience from the DIALOGUE Project, deal with the licensing pro-
cess and material issues. Above all. with regard to the latter, it should be emphasized that
all the issues relating to a repository have not been examined in the project. Instead, the
list of issues which is dealt with here must be considered as an example of issues which
will probably arise and which must be treated in the actual licensing process for the siting
and construction of a repository.

Special statements have been made by certain members of the Actors Group, namely
Yvonne Eriksson, Olov Holmstrand and Mats Törnqvist (joint statement), and Tomas
Kåberger and Ulla Sjöström (separate statements). These statements are provided in
Appendix 1.

A list members of the Actors Group during the main study is provided in Appendix 2.
The authorities and organizations mentioned on this list have appointed the group mem-
bers but have not commented Mpon the issues treated in the final report.

The project was organized by a gaming group. The structure and main content of the
project as well as the conclusions of the gaming group are described in a separate report
(SKI TR 93:35). A project evaluation is published in SKI TR 93:36. The project was
financed and administered by SKI, with some funding from the Swedish Radiation
Protection Institute (SSI).

2. JOINT RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE ACTORS GROUP

2.1 Issues Concerning the Licensing Process

2.1.1 Concerning the Environmental Impact Statement (E1S) in Matters Relating to the
Repository for Spent Nuclear Fuel

According to Section 5, Article 1 of the NRL, an application for a permit to construct and
operate the type of facility specified in Section 4 of the same Act - i.e. a facility for the
encapsulation and final disposal of spent nuclear fuel - must contain an Environmental
Impact Statement (EIS). According to Section 5, Article 3, the EIS must "enable an
overall assessment of a planned facility's, activity's or measure's impact upon the en-
vironment, health and conservation of natural resources to be made."
Thus, the final disposal system must be evaluated within a context.

At present, what an EIS should contain is fairly unclear. The legislative nistory of the in-
troduction of the EIS into the Swedish legal system (Bill 1990/91:90, p. 186 ff) only
specifies that the exact contents of an EIS must be determined in each individual case, de-
pending upon the nature and scope of the activity in question. However, the Bill states
that the basis for determining the content is provided in the aim of the EIS. The aim of the
EIS is that it should provide a better basis, than at present, for decision-making and
should have an impact upon the considerations and negotiations which precede decision-
making on a particular issue, so that protection of the environment is taken into greater
consideration. It is the particular body which is responsible for making a decision on the
issue which is responsible for evaluating whether the EIS fulfills the applicable quality
requirements, i.e. the Government, on matters relating to the repository, under NRL. For
EIS which are prepared in accordance with Article 5b of the Act on Nuclear Activities, the
responsibility for evaluation rests with SKI. However, the responsibility for preparing
the EIS and ensuring that it fulfills the requirements rests with the applicant in accordance
with current legislation.



The concept of the EIS is relatively new to Sweden. According to Swedish legislation, an
EIS is a report prepared by the applicant which describes the environmental impact of a
certain activity and which - at least with regard to large-scale activities - describes dif-
ferent alternatives in terms of technical solution and siting, and which includes a zero al-
ternative (i.e. the impact of not implementing any decision at all). However, the largely
Anglo-Saxon precursors to the Swedish are legal processes which result in documen-
tation compiled, not only by the applicant but also by authorities and opponents. In
Sweden, this interpretation is maintained by bodies such as the National Housing Board
and the National Environmental Protection Board.

The Actors Group emphasizes that very high requirements must be made on issues re-
lating to a repository for spent nuclear fuel, since this will entail very extensive activities
which will largely have an uncertain impact. For the complex nuclear waste issue, in par-
ticular, it is justifiable to adopt an Anglo-Saxon EIS process. The following targets can
be specified:

- The process must be characterized by openness and the active participation of parties
other than the applicant.

- Other parties in the process, particularly municipalities, environmental organizations
and inhabitants living in the vicinity of the planned facility, must be allocated sufficient
financial resources in order to participate in a meaningful way in the process, e.g. with
help from their own experts.

- Consideration should be given to whether the EIS process should be organized by a
party other than the applicant in order to guarantee impartiality in the process.

- The process must be initiated at an early stage.

Work is currently in progress within the National Housing Board, the National
Environmental Protection Board and the Central Board of National Antiquities to formu-
late recommendations and guidelines for the preparation of EIS. The Actors Group con-
sider that it is valuable for SKI and SSI to participate in relevant parts of this work.

An odd inconsistency in the current legislation should be pointed out in this context. If an
EIS concerning a planned repository for spent nuclear fuel is submitted to the National
Licensing Board for Environmental Protection in connection with the evaluation of the
conditions for a permit granted by the Government, and if this EIS contains incorrect in-
formation submitted deliberately or through negligence, Section 45 of the Environment
Protection Act requires that the offence should be punishable if it is not negligible (by
fines or at most, two years' imprisonment). If the same EIS is submitted to the
Government in connection with licensing under the NRL or to SKI as part of an applica-
tion in accordance with the Act on Nuclear Activities, concerning the same repository, no
criminal liability applies with regard to any incorrect information submitted. Clearly, in all
three cases, there is the same need for correct information.

2.1.2 Concerning Consulting with Authorities, Municipalities etc. before the Licensing
Application for a Repository is Prepared

According to Section 12a of the Environment Protection Act, anyone planning to submit
an application for a licence to carry out an activity for which a licence is required in
accordance with this Act, is obliged to consult the central and local authorities, organiz-
ations and individuals who may have an interest in the matter, before submitting the
application. According to Section 9 of the Environment Protection Ordinance, the pro-
spective applicant must, in good time before submitting the licence application, seek



advice and information from the County Administrative Board as to how the obligation of
consultation should be fulfilled. Similar regulations concerning advance information are
specified in the Water Rights Act (Section 11. Articles 8-N) concerning certain large
water-related undertakings. On the other hand. NRL does not contain any such regula-
tions, which means that an application to the Government for permission to construct a
repository for spent nuclear fuel could be prepared without the applicant having consulted
with or informed other interested parties.

The Actors Group considers it to be a deficiency in the current legislation that the issue of
permissibility and siting of a repositon' can be decided upon by the Government on the
basis of one application which is prepared without the applicant having consulted, in
advance, with the parties who are affected by the activity. Thus, NRL should be supple-
mented by regulations of a similar content to the regulations specified in the Environment
Protection Act, the Environment Protection Ordinance and the Water Rights Act.

2.1.3 Concerning Consultation with Regard to Additional Information for the
Application for a Repository Licence

If the licensing process, under NRL, is to gain the confidence of the public, the applica-
tion upon which the licensing process is based must fulfill acceptable requirements with
regard to completeness and objectivity. It cannot always presumed that this will be the
case; the application is a plea lodged by only one of the parties involved in the matter,
serving the interests of the applicant and reflecting the applicant's views. Thus, an im-
portant stage in the licensing process is the examination by the licensing body before the
application is sent to the relevant authorities, municipalities etc. for review. As a rule, the
examination usually leads to a request to the applicant to submit additional information.

This examination is usually conducted by the Government Offices, provided that it con-
cerns an application in accordance with Section 4 of the Act on Nuclear Activities,
without assistance from outsiders. On ihe other hand, in the corresponding examination
carried out by the National Licensing Board for Environmental Protection, when it is a
matter of an application submitted in accordance with the Environment Protection Act, the
views of certain expert bodies are always elicited, namely, the National Environmental
Protection Board, the Country Administrative Board and the relevant Environmental and
Health Board. The application is forwarded by the National Licensing Board, as soon as
it is received, to the authorities in question (see Section 12, paragraph 2 of the
Environment Protection Ordinance), which are, at the same time, requested to submit
proposals for any additional information which is required for the application.

The Actors Group considers that a procedure similar to that applied by the National
Licensing Board should be used, when an application is submitted under NRL for a re-
pository for spent nuclear fuel or for detailed characterizations of a repository site (cf.
point 2.2.3 below). According to the Actors Group, at least SKI, SSI and the munici-
palities concerned must be given the chance to request additional information from the
applicant. Furthermore, whether or not to extend the list of concerned parties to include
the National Environment Protection Board, the National Licensing Board, the County
Administrative Boards concerned and established environmental organizations must be
considered.

2.1.4 Concerning Increased Public Insight in Connection with the Examination of
Applications relating to Radiation Protection and Safety

At present, there is a considerable difference between how applications are examined
under the Act on Nuclear Activities and under the Environment Protection Act, with re-
gard to the chance for the parties concerned and the general public to affect the outcome
of a licensing matter. According to the Environment Protection Act (Section 14), when an



application is submitted, it must always be publicly announced so that the general public
is given the chance to put forward its objections and demands both in writing and at the
public meeting which is obligatory, at least in controversial matters. On the other hand,
on examination under the Act on Nuclear Activities is limited, in principle, to the author-
ities concerned.

If an application for a nuclear installation, e.g. a repository for nuclear fuel, is examined
under NRL. the public will be informed of the application through a public announcement
issued by the National Licensing Board. The National Licensing Board will also conduct
an official hearing into the matter. Since the Environment Protection Act is not applicable
to issues relating to ionizing radiation, the National Licensing Board has no expertise of
matters relating to radiation protection and safety. In order to ensure that a meaningful
discussion of these issues will take place, the nuclear authorities - SKI and SSI - must
participate in the hearing. At present, their participation is not obligatory, even if in prac-
tice, on i couple of occasions, SKI and SSI have participated in the Board's hearings.

The Actors Group considers it clearly unsatisfactory that the general public should be
given less of an opportunity of affecting the outcome of the examination of an application
for a nuclear installation when compared with other hazardous activities. This may be
rectified in the following manner.

With regard to applications to conduct nuclear activities which are of such a magnitude
and nature to require an EIS (see Section 14a of the Radiation Protection Ordinance and
Section 3a of the Ordinance on Nuclear Activities), an public announcement must be
issued through SKI and/or SSI, which largely contains the information specified in
Section 14 of the Environment Protection Act and Section 11 of the Environment
Protection Ordinance. This should apply regardless of whether the application is exam-
ined under NRL or only under the Act on Nuclear Activities. This will give the public an
opportunity to examine the application and put forward any objections to the relevant
authorities within a certain time which is specified in the announcement. Furthermore, a
meeting should be arranged in connection with these matters, to which the public shall be
granted access. The meeting should only be held when preliminary examination reports
have been submitted by SKI and SSI. Qualified representatives for these authorities
should be present at this meeting. However, the regulations should be formulated so that
this meeting can be coordinated with any meeting held by the National Licensing Board
on the matter.

In the view of the Actors Group, issues which are now dealt with should be the subject
of an impartial investigation, focusing on ensuring that the required amendments to legis-
lation come into force in good time before an application for a licence to conduct detailed
characterizations is submitted (See 2.2.3, below).

2.1.5 Concerning Support to Municipalities etc. for Developing Expertise within the
Area

If SKB's programme is implemented, especially with regard to the encapsulation plant
and repository, considerable demands will be made on openness and a thorough re-
porting and examination process. If the confidence of the municipalities concerned, the
public and environmental organizations cannot be gained in this process, it will prove
very difficult to implement the programme. The active involvement of representatives of
the opponents of the applicant, at an early stage, is very important, especially with regard
to the preparation of a good EIS (cf. 2.1.1 above).

It should be emphasized that the facilities concerned will be the only ones of their kind in
Sweden and that they are intended for the treatment and final disposal of spent nuclear
fuel from the entire Swedish nuclear power programme. The disposal of the spent nuclear
fuel can rightly be considered as being a matter of national interest and it is reasonable



that the municipalities and groups which are directly affected by the project should be
given support in order to develop their expertise so as to be able to view the issue inde-
pendently. Independent expertise, through access to their own, independent experts, is a
necessary condition if these municipalities and groups are to affect the design of an EIS in
a meaningful way and if the communication and information process in the municipalities
involved is to function smoothly.

It is reasonable for municipalities and environmental organizations to receive the necess-
ary support for the development of expertise within this area. It is also reasonable for this
support to come from the nuclear power industry, e.g. by extending the areas in which
the fees specified in the Act on the Financing of Future Expenses for Spent Nuclear Fuel,
etc. (1992:1537) are used. However, the details of how this should be accomplished
should be considered. The Government should have the matter investigated, as soon as
possible.

2 .2 Material Issues

2.2.1 Concerning Alternatives to Final Disposal Based on the KBS-3 Concept

SKB now seems to consider it to be clear that KBS-3 is the type of repository concept
which should be selected for Swedish nuclear waste and that it is unnecessary to invest
additional time and funds into developing or evaluating any other method.

On the basis of the DIALOGUE Project, the Actors Group is not convinced of the suit-
ability of only investing in the KBS method in future. With this method, there is uncer-
tainty surrounding the possibility of preventing fissile material from coming into the
wrong hands and being used to manufacture nuclear weapons (cf. 2.2.8, below).
Furthermore, opinion is divided within the geological community as to the long-term
stability of the Swedish bedrock at the depth required for a KBS-type repository.

Thus, the Actors Group is of the opinion - like SKI in its statement of March 31, 1993 on
SKB's RD&D Programme 92 - that the evaluation of alternative methods for the disposal
of spent nuclear fuel must continue, so that the necessary preparations are maintained in
the event that another repository method must be selected.

2.2.2 Concerning the Selection of a Repository Site

The selection of a site for a repository for spent nuclear fuel must be carried out in a
systematic manner and in accordance with a method specified in advance. Suitable sites
must be selected on the basis of techncially supported, detailed and fully open consider-
ations, based on well-documented facts. Early contact with groups of representatives
from the general public is important. The goal should be to make it possible to accept the
siting process as such, even if the proposed sites may never be accepted by the people or
groups who are primarily affected.

With regard to the natural variation of the rock properties and the uncertainties which are
always associated with measurements, it is not possible to systematically identify, in an
absolute sense, the best site for a repository.

One method which it should be possible to use is that of a gradual process of elimination.
This means that areas with less suitable properties - from a geological or societal perspec-
tive - are gradually eliminated. The criteria used in such a process must be known in ad-
vance. The process should result in the exclusion of large parts of the country, but cannot
guarantee that the absolutely best site will be selected.



This process should lead to the identification of a suitable site. However, the suitability of
a site cannot be ultimately determined without extensive site investigations. For a site to
be acceptable, it should also established that it is unlikely that a site which is essentially
more suitable with regard to all the requirements placed on different components in the
final disposal system will be found with reasonable effort.

Once they have been started, detailed investigations may entail a considerable commit-
ment to a site, since a substantial financial investment has been made. Therefore, it is im-
portant that the process of elimination which precedes the investigation should be
thorough and that there should be a practical plan for the detailed investigations. This
means that a complete safety assessment for a full-scale repository must be included in
the basis for making a decision to carry out a detailed investigation. The criteria which
must be fulfilled so that the site can be accepted must also be included in this assessment.

2.2.3 Concerning the Construction of a Repository in Stages

In RD&D Programme 92. SKB has proposed that work on the disposal of nuclear waste
in Sweden should be carried out in two main stages, a stage where some of the waste is
deposited for demonstration purposes, and a stage where all the waste is permanently
deposited. SKB is counting on starting the demonstration stage within about 15 years, at
the earliest. Before this, it is assumed that the following new facilities will be completed:

- Encapsulation plant for spent nuclear fuel and a buffer storage facility for the encap-
sulated spent fuel.

- Deep repository for encapsulated spent nuclear fuel.

- Transport system between the existing central interim storage facility for spent nuclear
fuel (CLAB) and the encapsulation plant as well as a transport system between the
plant and the deep repository site.

According to the proposal, 5-10% of the total quantity of fuel will be deposited during the
demonstration stage. During this stage, it will be possible to retrieve the fuel. SKB then
intends to expand the demonstration facility to a full-size repository.

In the view of the Actors Group, dividing the construction of the repository into two
parts may be justified from the perspective of safety, since the process - at least, theoreti-
cally - means that a method and/or site which is found to be incorrect during the first
stage can be abandoned. However, such a division into stages also means that the first
stage may not be taken sufficiently seriously in connection with the examination of the
licence application because too much value has been placed on the possibility of, in prac-
tice, selecting another method or site. The costs which are already tied to the first stage
are a very significant part of the overall repository cost. Therefore, it will be very difficult
to justify abandoning the method and site on which the demonstration deposition is
based.

With regard to the above, the Actors Group believes that the construction of the reposi-
tory in stages should only be permitted if the licence examination for the first stage is
conducted in exactly the same way as if it were for the full-scale repository. Already
during the examination of the licence for the first stage, the applicant is required to submit
sufficient information for the authority making the decision to evaluate the safety of the
full-scale repository. Before an application is prepared for the first stage, all the proposals
for changes and recommendations made by the Actors Group in this report should be
considered.



If a demonstration deposition is carried out according to SKB's proposal, i.e. with re-
trievabilitv of the fuel during the demonstration stage, it is reasonable that the necessary
preparations should have been made to retrieve the fuel and abandon the site, if the pro-
posal is to appear credible. This must also be reflected in the cost estimates which SKB
must prepare, in accordance w ith the Act on the Financing of Future Expenses for Spent
Nuclear Fuel. etc.

In this context, the Actors Group would like to point out that SKB intends to submit an
application for permission in accordance with NRL to carry out detailed characterizations
at the planned repository site, as early as in the nineties. The cost of such a detailed char-
acterization is also substantial (on the order of SEK 500 million). Therefore, the argu-
ments presented above on the risk of a licence for the first stage of construction jeopard-
izing the examination of the full-scale repository also applies to a licence to carry out de-
tailed characterizations. It should also be emphasized that an application for a licence to
carry out detailed characterizations should not be of such a nature so that the municipal
veto (Chapter 4, Article 3, NRL) can be overridden by the Government. Thus, in prac-
tice, the selection of a site for the detailed characterization - and consequently the site of a
repository - will be limited to municipalities which choose not to exercise their right of
veto.

2.2.4 Concerning the Consequence of a Refusal to Grant a Licence for the Repository

With reference to the fact that a connection exists between a permit to operate a reactor
and the existence of a safe method for the handling and final disposal of nuclear waste,
members of the Actors Group have stated that a refusal to grant a licence for the reposi-
tory should result in the immediate withdrawal of the operating permits for existing reac-
tors.

The possibility that a refusal could have this significance should be investigated according
the Actors Group.

2.2.5 Concerning the Risk of Insufficient Financial Resources, etc.

According to the Act on the Financing of Future Expenses for Spent Nuclear Fuel, etc.,
anyone holding a licence to own or operate a nuclear reactor must pay a fee to cover the
costs of the safe handling and final disposal of spent nuclear fuel and radioactive waste
fro n the operation of the reactor. The fee is to be paid on an annual basis, for as long as
the reactor is in operation.

The reason for the fee obligation is mainly to ensure that the cost of the handling and final
disposal of nuclear waste is paid for by those who benefit from the electricity which is
produced at the nuclear power plants and that this responsibility is not transferred to sub-
sequent generations. However, the present fee and funding system does not guarantee
this. If the accumulated fees should prove to be insufficient during the implementation of
the plans and a lack of resources should arise, this could result in a lowering of the level
of ambition for the system design as well as the quality assurance. The risk for a lack of
financial resources arising is, consequently, a problem which is superior to the defi-
ciencies in the actual level of ambition of the technical plans. The following are examples
of scenarios where the current financing model appears to be inadequate or to collapse
totally:

- The costs of the repository amount to considerably more than was estimated, e.g. due
to the fact that the selected repository site proves to be unsuitable, when the work is
half-completed and most of the accumulated funds have been depleted.



Swedish nuclear po*\ er plants are permanently shut down long before the year 2010.
due to the fact ;hai a major nuclear accident occurs inside or outside Sweden, with the
result that the disbursement of fees is reduced or completely ceases.

The companies which own the Swedish nuclear power plants are liquidated, once the
reactor operating permits are withdrawn. As a result, SKB declares bankruptcy. In
this scenario, the liability for atomic damage is also affected: it is unclear exactly who
is to pay the premiums for the liability insurance which the owners of the nuclear in-
stallations in Sweden, under Article 22 of the Nuclear Liability Act (1%8:45) are
obliged to have.

The Actors Group believes that, considering the importance of the economic risks for the
safety of waste management, the risk that the nuclear industry will not be able to fulfill its
obligations in the future should be thoroughly investigated :is soon as possible. The in-
vestigation should also determine whether the current fee and fund system should be
modified.

2.2.6 Concerning the Competence of the Authorities

In the DIALOGUE Project, the view has been expressed, especially by those who repre-
sent municipal interests, that the authorities must evaluate the basis for SKB's claims that
stable Swedish bedrock can be identified with certainty as well as ir> claims with regard
to the advantages and disadvantages of locating the repository at a greater depth and with
regard to the repository- alternative where the crystalline bedrock is covered by sedimen-
tary bedrock. In this context, the view has been expressed that the resources of the
authorities are too limited and that the authorities should be allocated resources for a more
detailed examination of SKB's activities.

The authorities will have an important part to play in the process of identifying a suitable
site for the encapsulation plant and repository, and in the process of resolving questions
relating to the construction and operation of these facilities. Particularly in the case of the
repository there are many complex issues which are difficult to resolve, such as the safety
of the repository in a very long-term perspective and the retrieval of the deposited fuel.

SKB has, and must have, considerable resources to meet the requirements stipulated by
the Act on Nuclear Activities with regard to the safe handling of spent nuclear fuel and
nuclear waste. SKB maintains a comprehensive R&D Programme in which many of the
leading experts within different areas are involved. Although this is reasonable, it also
means that the authorities may have difficulty in finding independent experts to consult in
its own activities.

The authorities must have access to expertise which is independent of SKB in order to
fulfill their obligations as regulatory authorities. Both SKI and SSI should secure the
necessary resources to maintain and develop the necessary competence. In order to secure
the integrity of the authorities and confidence in the authorities, it is important for suitable
forms of support to be given, i.e. in a way that does not involve dependency on the
nuclear industry. It is also important that this should be a long-term undertaking.

2.2.7 Concerning Special Conditions in Accordance with Section 4, Article 5, NRL

If, with the support of Section 4 of NRL, the Government grants a licence for a reposi-
tory for spent nuclear fuel, according to Article 5 of the same section, the licence can be
combined with "conditions which satisfy public interests". Similar regulations exist in the
Environment Protection Act (Section 19) and the Water Rights Act (Section 11, Article
6). Neither the legal text not its legislative history gives any guidance for an advance
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assessment of the scope and quality of the work which may be required, with the support
of the above-mentioned section of the NRL, of the licensee for the construction of a re-
pository.

The issue of special conditions should be especial i v important to the municipality or
municipalities where it is planned to site the repository. Expectations in terms of benefits
through such conditions can affect the opinion of the municipalities with regard to the
question of whether they should exercise their right of veto, in accordance with Section
4, Article 3 of the NRL. In the view of the Actors Group, it is not satisfactory for a
municipality to be forced to make decisions on the right of veto without satisfactory
knowledge of the positive as well as the negative effects on the inhabitants of the munici-
pality of the siting of a repository within the municipality. Thus, the Actors Group be-
lieves that the question of special conditions for a licence for a repository should become
the subject of an impartial investigation.

2.2.8 Concerning the Control of Fissile Material (Safeguards)

The aim of international efforts for the non-proliferation of nuclear weapons is to prevent
nuclear materials intended for peaceful uses from being used to manufacture weapons.
The Non-Proliferation Treaty, NPT, plays a fundamental part in this work. The states
which have signed the NPT, including Sweden, have undertaken not to contribute to the
manufacture of nuclear weapons in any way, either in their own countries (non-nuclear
countries) or in other countries. The task of the International Atomic Energy Agency
(IAEA) is to ensure that the NPT is followed through the implementation of an interna-
tional safeguards system. The safeguards system includes all nuclear materials in the
countries controlled by the IAEA in accordance with the NPT.

Swedish spent nue'ear fuel is subjected to safeguards both at the nuclear power plants
and at CLAB. Spent nuclear fuel must, naturally, be subjected to safeguards at facilities
for encapsulation and final disposal. How the safeguard system is to be structured in
connection with different repository methods and what this will cost has not yet been
established. Work has been carried out at the IAEA to prepare generally accepted prin-
ciples for safeguards at such facilities.

The extent of the requirements which have to be made in order to ensure that the spent
nucleai fuel deposited in a repository is inaccessible to unauthorized persons depends on
how much fissile material will generally be available. At present, large quantities of fissile
material are available in the form of nuclear weapons and spent nuclear fuel in interim
storage. If the use of nuclear power decreases considerably in the future or completely
ceases at the same time that the disarmament of nuclear weapons continues, spent nuclear
fuel in the repository could become attractive to those who intend to manufacture nuclear
weapons. Also in the long term, fissile material in uranium ore will be available.

It has emerged from the DIALOGUE Project that it is unclear how the safeguards re-
quirements can be satisfied. Although the responsibility for ensuring that these issues are
thoroughly investigated rests primarily with SKB, it is also SKI's responsibility, in its
capacity as the competent authority for safeguards, to follow these issues. Since the safe-
guards issues are important in terms of the selection of the final disposal method as well
as in terms of the future cost of the repository, any necessary investigations must be
given high priority.

2.2.9 Concerning Foreign Nuclear Fuel and Nuclear Waste

Issues relating to foreign nuclear fuel and nuclear waste have been discussed within the
DIALOGUE Project. There is a broad consensus that Swedish waste should be treated
and disposed of in Sweden. In the same way, there is a broad consensus that foreign



waste should not be disposed of in Sweden. In order for the latter principle to be
meaningful, there must not be any doubt whatsoever about what is Swedish and what is
foreign nuclear fuel and nuclear waste. As soon as the distinction between the two be-
comes unclear, both principles could be called into question. Certain cases exist which
arose at an early stage and which may need clarification, such as the German MOX fuel,
which Sweden has undertaken to dispose of as well as the Swedish nuclear fuel stored at
Sellafield in England.

On behalf of the Actors Group:

L. af Klintberg
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Appendix 1

SPECIAL STATEMENTS BY CERTAIN MEMBERS
OF THE ACTORS GROUP

A: Joint Statement by Yvonne Eriksson, Olov Holmstrand and
Mats Törnqvist

Concerning Alternatives to a Final Disposal System Based on KBS-3

We agree entirely with the joint conclusions reported in Section 2.2.1. However, in our
opinion, there is a need for clearer justification of the opinions which have been ex-
pressed and for a presentation of the following background information:

It is reasonable for the selection of a final disposal method to be based on a number of
more or less well known and documented alternatives. When these have been evaluated
and compared to each other, work can then focus on a main or reference alternative.
However, work on other alternatives must not cease. It is very important that a reference
alternative should be selected in an objective and credible manner and that the selection
should be adequately justified.

We do not consider that the selection of the KBS method has been justified in a manner
that is sufficiently clear and credible. SKB maintains, with increasing emphasis, that
there is no reason to more closely consider or investigate alternatives to the KBS-3
method. However, we assert that this method has been selected without being seriously
compared to other alternatives. In the investigation carried out by the AKA committee in
the seventies, the basic features of the KBS method were already p. rented. The intro-
duction of the Stipulation Act led to the rapid development of the KBS method, which
was originally intended for reprocessed, vitrified waste (KBS-1) and then for direct dis-
posal of non-reprocessed spent nuclear fuel (KBS-2, KBS-3). It was originally main-
tained that the bedrock was a very important barrier and that specific requirements must
be made on its fracturing in the rock. Instead, SKB now maintains that the other barriers
provide an adequate level of safety and that the bedrock is largely insignificant. Since the
method was selected, the application of the method as well as the approach to the bedrock
has varied considerably without any fundamental change in the method. This is enough
reason to question the credibility of the method selected, especially since most of SKB's
data is in the form of internal reports which have not been subjected to the kind of peer
review which is customary in the research community.

One example of the fact that SKB's method evaluations contain serious deficiencies can
be seen in SKB's approach to the geological conditions. In short, SKB now maintains
that most of the Swedish bedrock is sufficiently stable to host a KBS-3 repository. This
claim is based on the assumption that the repository will not be subjected to dipping or
sub-horizontal fractures or more concretely:

- That a glaciation will never cause this kind of fracturing at a depth of about 500
metres.

- That the present level of knowledge allows certain predictions to be made about stable
plate-tectonic conditions in Swedish bedrock during the very long timescales involved.
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Much evidence points to the fact that none of these assumptions can be guaranteed with
certainty with the present level of knowledge within the field of geology.

Another important factor which SKB does not seem to have taken into consideration is
the safeguards aspect, i.e. the risk that fissile material in the waste can be used to manu-
facture nuclear weapons. A KBS-3 repository can be relatively easily excavated after
closure. In addition, SKB has emphasized the importance of marking the location of the
repository in the terrain at the same time that it says that it intends to construct a reposi-
tory which does not require institutional control. This is obviously not satisfactory with
regard to the requirements on safeguards if the repository is to be used for non-repro-
cessed waste instead of reprocessed waste as was the original intention. The latter is of
no use in the manufacturing of nuclear weapons.

In the "Project on Alternative Studies for Final Disposal (PASS) Final Report", SKB has
rejected other methods and, therefore, maintains that it is not necessary to further investi-
gate alternatives to the KBS method. However, the PASS report is considered by some
experts to be deficient in many respects and to lack scientific relevance. For example, the
evaluation of "deep boreholes" is supported by a report which is not based on adequate
data. The experts consulted in the method evaluation were more or less heavily involved
in the development of the KBS-3 method and can hardly be considered to be sufficiently
impartial to be able to compare KBS-3 with other alternative methods in an objective
manner.

Concerning the Consequences of a Refusal to Grant a Licence for the Repository

We agree entirely with the joint conclusions presented in Section 2.2.4. However, it is
necessary for the conclusions to be much more clearly justified.

In the Stipulation Act there was a clear connection between the presentation of an ap-
proved method for nuclear waste management and the granting of operating permits for
the reactors. Regardless of the unreasonable formulation of the legal text regarding
"completely safe final disposal" the relationship was reasonable. Nuclear waste involves
such environmental and safety-related risks that the generation of such waste should not
be allowed unless it has first been determined how the final disposal of the waste will be
carried out. The formulation of the Act on Nuclear Activities is much less clear.
However, the basic connection between waste management and reactor operation re-
mains. Thus, the operation of the reactors can still be affected through the evaluation of
proposals for waste management.

Unfortunately, the nuclear waste already exists and must be disposed of somewhere and
somehow. However, this applies, without reservation, to the waste which currently
exists. If the waste issue is considered from the perspective of nuclear power, the same
argument cannot be simply applied to the waste which would be avoided by the immedi-
ate shutdown of the nuclear power plants. The latter is the absolutely safest method of
managing the waste that has not yet been generated.

It is reasonable for an application for a licence to construct a repository to be based on the
assumption that ihe applicant has found a satisfactory solution to the nuclear waste prob-
lem. It must also be assumed that the solution which is found is better than other alter-
natives which have been considered (this should be the case if an EIS is carried out cor-
rectly). If the authorities refuse to grant a licence, it must be interpreted that in the exam-
ination of the application it has found that the solution is unsatisfactory in some way.
Since it is also assumed in the legislation upon which the operating permit for the reactors
is based that the waste will be managed in a satisfactory manner, it is, therefore, logical
that a refusal will result in the immediate withdrawal of the operating permits of the
existing reactors.
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SKB Unsuitable as an Applicant

According to the Swedish legislation, the nuclear power industry is responsible for the
management of the waste. The task of the State (the citizens) is one of regulation and
licensing. However, this relationship, in combination with economic and other factors,
has resulted in the company which is jointly owned by the nuclear power utilities - SKB -
having acquired an unsuitably strong position and, in several cases, having adopted an
inflexible or directly challenging manner:

There is a risk for economic corruption since the legislation links the solution to the
waste management problem with the operation of the reactors. Thus, it is an easy
alternative to claim that the waste problem is solved "in advance" in order to continue
operating the reactors, since this is of great economic importance for the nuclear indus-
try. The development and approval of the KBS-1 method in accordance with the
Stipulation Act was a bold application of this.

Through the waste fee system, SKB has access to considerable economic resources.
These resources being used to involve almost all the available researchers within cer-
tain key areas (SKB has more or less boasted with the idea that there could be a lack of
competent experts besides those involved in the KBS project), and in massive infor-
mation campaigns (one-sided and misleading propaganda in the view of the environ-
mentalists). SKB's information budget was, at least at times, at least as large as the
total resources of the regulatory authorities, which gives food for thought. The fact
that the information was far from irreproachable is obvious from the criticisms levelled
by the former SKN against some of the information for being misleading.

In connection with test drilling campaigns, SKB has shown an unusual inflexibility
and arrogance. For example, SKB's response to requests from the municipalities con-
cerned regarding information on drilling in Klipperås was to send them scientific re-
ports in English. A Swedish summary was only provided after SKN intervened. In
connection with the drilling experiment in Almunge, SKB refused at first to participate
in an information meeting for the general public. When SKB finally decided to partici-
pate, one of its representatives, quite incorrectly started off by claiming that SKB had
not previously encountered any opposition to the drilling campaigns. After such inci-
dents, it should be very difficult for SKB to recover the confidence of the municipali-
ties where test drilling campaigns have been carried out as well as the confidence of
the environmental organizations which have been involved in connection with the
drilling.

To summarize, SKB has increasingly shown itself to be an unsuitable candidate to im-
plement the practical solution to the waste issue. Of course, SKB cannot be prohibited
from submitting an application for a licence for waste management facilities. However,
an application from SKB would, at least by part of society, be viewed with very little
credibility, which could make it considerably difficult to solve such a serious issue.
Thus, whether and, in such case, how SKB can be replaced by another body with greater
integrity and credibility should be considered. As is stated in the joint conclusions pre-
sented in Section 2.1.1 on the EIS, the entire group supports the idea that the matter of
whether the EIS process should be arranged by a body other than the applicant (i.e.
SKB) should be given due consideration. There is nothing to prevent a body which is in-
dependent of the State and the nuclear industry from also assuming responsibility for
conducting investigations and submitting applications.
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B: Special Statement by Ulla Sjöström

I agree with what Yvonne Eriksson, Olov Holmstrand and Mats Törnqvist above have
stated with regard to alternatives to a repository based on the KBS-3 concept and con-
cerning the consequences of a refusal to grant a licence for the repository.

C: Special Statement by Tomts Kåberger

Much relevant background material, and in my view, many important conclusions are
missing from Chapter 2. Some of these deficiencies have been corrected by the above
statements. The aim of this report is, as I see it, to report the areas where agreement was
reached by the Actors Group. Thus in this report, there is no reason to formulate my own
opinion of how the management of spent nuclear waste is to be carried out.
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Appendix 2

The Actors Group during the Main Study of the Dialogue
Project Consisted of:

Name

Carlsson, Torsten

Ehn, Jörgen

Eriksson, Yvonne

Holmstrand, Olov

Hägg, Conny

af Klintberg, Lennart

Kåberger, Tomas

Norrby, Sören

Sjöström, Ulla

Timm, Birgitta

Toverud, Öivind

Törnqvist, Mats

Valentin, Jack

Wingefors, Stig

Authority. Organization etc.

Swedish Association of Local Authorities

Swedish Association of Local Authorities

People's Campaign against Nuclear Power - Nuclear Weapons

Waste Chain

Swedish Radiation Protection Institute (SSI)

Chairman of the Actors Group (appointed by SKI)

Society for the Conservation of Nature

Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate (SKI)

Member of SKI's Board

National Environment Protection Board

Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate (SKI)

People's Campaign against Nuclear Power - Nuclear Weapons

Swedish Radiation Protection Institute (SSI)

Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate (SKI)
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